Barrier posts
Today, the company stands for quality and customer orientation. The brand - Schake - has integrated itself in Europe
and continues to stand for growth with - Made in Germany. With modern production facilities, the core competence
is further expanded so that the qualities and capacities can be determined to a large extent by the company itself.
The product management enables us in cooperation with our customers a contemporary and fast result. We as
a producer live our workpieces and also focus on individual products. Not only the technology alone makes the
finished assortments, but the employees with their competences in the respective areas are available to our partners
with responsibility and commitment.

Stainless steel

The company, founded in 1908 as a blacksmith‘s and wagonmaker‘s shop, was built up by Johann Schake in the
early years. The focus was placed on technical advancement in the craft and flexibility in the execution. A short time
later, his son Alfred followed in his father‘s footsteps as an apprentice at the age of 15. Alfred Schake died at the age
of 54, so that his three sons, Karl Alfred, Hans Dieter and Jürgen Schake, took over the management of the company.
In the spirit of tradition and progress, the handicraft business was restructured to a manufacturing company. Since
2007 the 4th generation is leading the company in the sense of progressive and modern development.

Barrier elements

The company Schake

We hope you are having success with selecting from our products!

Gerald Schake

Ralf Schake

Patrick Schake

Marc Schake

Outdoor equipment

For the future we will maintain our innovative cooperation with our partners as a reliable and essential supplier.

Work site protection

Long-time cooperations which originate from a personal level are the main reason for SCHAKE to keep putting our
customers in the first place. This is notably shown by the customer satisfaction often connected to the company for
decades.

Barrier gates

The professional know-how of our staff enables us to develop and produce products for municipal demand and
temporary applications on sites. Our products aim to assure safety for road users and adapt to the continuously
increasing requirements of the market.

